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LittleThe British National BibliographyUncharted JourneyMother of GodJourney on the Forbidden
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the ColburnsThe Major's JacobiteThe Curse of HalewoodUncharted DestinyLong Live the
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If Winter Comes (Volume 1 of 2) (EasyRead Super Large 18pt Edition)
In a secluded land, Sophia and Nicholas wrestle with love and faith, while in the outside world, a
stunning discovery could change everything. Sophia Ashton's new medical assistant job comes with the
perks of living on the Colburn property, which include being surrounded by a loving family--something
she's never known. During the job's trial period, a patient puts Sophia's career in jeopardy. Now she must
prove her competence or lose her job and home. Nicholas Vestal is working on a sheep farm to earn a
starter flock, but before his contract is up, he inherits a house in the village. While fixing up the old
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house, he pursues Sophia Ashton, believing she is the woman God wants him to marry. But when
Sophia's difficult past blocks Nicholas's plan, he must find a way to her heart. Meanwhile, outside the
Land When plant biologist Bailey Colburn is offered a research job, she knows Justin Mercer is playing
her somehow. Working for the former naval flight officer sounds better than her other options in postwar Norfolk, even though Justin says he once met her long-lost relatives. But when Justin introduces
Bailey to the mysterious gray leaf tree, his unbelievable claims change her world. Uncharted Hope
weaves past and future in this inspirational story of life in a hidden land. There is always room for you at
the Colburns' house in the quaint village of Good Springs. Join the Colburn family as they discover their
purpose, find love, and protect the Land. Read Uncharted Hope today. Get it now! Prepare to be hooked!
Discover why readers worldwide have fallen in love with the Uncharted series. The beloved
inspirational romance series Uncharted includes these books: #1 The Land Uncharted #2 Uncharted
Redemption #3 Uncharted Inheritance #4 Christmas with the Colburns #5 Uncharted Hope #6 Uncharted
Journey #7 Uncharted Destiny Each book stands alone, but for the ultimate Uncharted experience it's
best to read them in order. "Keely Brooke Keith has done it once again! What a book!" --Reviewer
"Keith's abundantly detailed and romantic adventure tale features a faithful, colorful cast that face the
unknown with grit and determination, making for a fresh and satisfying story." --Publisher's Weekly on
ABOARD PROVIDENCE "Outstanding! Her characters are warm, loving, very realistic! You will not
be disappointed if you read this series! I loved it!" --Reviewer A Christian historical romance with a
futuristic twist, full of suspense and mystery. Perfect for fans of dual timeline stories and time travel
romance! Read all the novels by Amazon bestselling author Keely Brooke Keith, including the beloved
Christian historical romance series Uncharted Beginnings: #1 Aboard Providence #2 Above Rubies #3
All Things Beautiful
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British Books in Print
Henry is the last person Hannah wants reading her story. Will he be the first person to awaken her heart?
It's 1868 in the settlement of Good Springs, and Hannah Vestal is passionate about writing fiction and
keeping her stories to herself. By lantern light she slips into her story world and dreams the adventures
she'll never experience. When her father asks to read her work, she decides to have it printed secretly for
his 50th birthday. Hannah tries to arrange the printing with the settlement's pressman, but the witty and
dapper Henry Roberts won't make it easy for her to prove her writing is worthy of his ink. If Henry
Roberts did nothing else for the rest of his life but print and bind books, he would die a satisfied man. In
order to secure settlement support for his printing press, the elder council says Henry must print an errorfree copy of the New Testament before the settlement's 8th anniversary celebration. He is determined to
meet their challenge, but when the enigmatic Hannah proves to be a beguiling distraction, Henry longs
for something more than a life at the letterpress. Get swept away to the hidden frontier settlement where
love requires sacrifice, faith-filled adventures await, and sweet romance makes people glad to be alive.
Read All Things Beautiful today and embark on an unforgettable journey of the heart in this
inspirational story. Get it now! Prepare to be hooked! Discover why readers worldwide have fallen in
love with the Uncharted series. Read all the novels by Amazon bestselling author Keely Brooke Keith:
Uncharted Beginnings: #1 Aboard Providence #2 Above Rubies #3 All Things Beautiful The Uncharted
series: #1 The Land Uncharted #2 Uncharted Redemption #3 Uncharted Inheritance #4 Christmas with
the Colburns #5 Uncharted Hope #6 Uncharted Journey #7 Uncharted Destiny A Christian historical
romance, full of suspense, adventure, and mystery. Perfect for fans of Western and Frontier stories and
Civil War romance! "Keith's abundantly detailed and romantic adventure tale features a faithful, colorful
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cast that face the unknown with grit and determination, making for a fresh and satisfying story."
--Publisher's Weekly on ABOARD PROVIDENCE "Outstanding! Her characters are warm, loving, very
realistic! You will not be disappointed if you read this series! I loved it!" --Reviewer "I absolutely loved
these books!" --Reviewer

On the Brink
It's 1863, and schoolteacher Olivia Owens believes education should be a top priority in the newly
established settlement of Good Springs. Between planning lessons and helping out on her family's
homestead, Olivia doesn't have time for Gabriel McIntosh's charming advances. When the council
denies her request to build a schoolhouse, Olivia must challenge their ruling and teach private lessons-all
while hiding frequent bouts of word blindness (dyslexia). If the council knew the new teacher couldn't
always read, they wouldn't allow Olivia to teach anymore. As a carpenter, Gabe McIntosh is working
hard to help build the settlement of Good Springs, and once his land is granted, he begins constructing
his own house. When Olivia discovers he plans to share it with her, she guards her heart from him. But
Gabe is determined to win her affection and figure out what she's hiding.

Surface Rights
Bailey Colburn is safe in the Land, but her father figure, Professor Tim, never made it to Good Springs.
When Bailey discovers Tim is lost in the Land's dangerous mountain terrain and out of his life-saving
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medication, she sets out to rescue him. Even with the help of intriguing native Revel Roberts, Bailey
faces an impossible journey to save Tim. The mountains are shrouded in dark folklore and full of deadly
surprises. Revel Roberts never stays in one place too long. No matter where he travels in the Land, he
avoids the Inn at Falls Creek, his boyhood home and the business he will inherit. But when fearless
newcomer Bailey Colburn needs Revel's help to find her friend, he joins the mission and is forced to
return to the place he'd rather forget. Bailey and Revel's friendship strengthens as they need each other in
ways neither of them imagined. But nothing can prepare them for what awaits in the Land's treacherous
mountains. Uncharted Destiny, the seventh installment in the beloved Uncharted series, weaves faith and
adventure while delivering long-awaited answers in this inspirational story of life in a hidden land. Get it
now! It's best to read the Uncharted series in order. #1 The Land Uncharted #2 Uncharted Redemption
#3 Uncharted Inheritance #4 Christmas with the Colburns #5 Uncharted Hope #6 Uncharted Journey #7
Uncharted Destiny Prepare to be hooked! Discover why readers worldwide have fallen in love with the
Uncharted series. "Keith's abundantly detailed and romantic adventure tale features a faithful, colorful
cast that face the unknown with grit and determination, making for a fresh and satisfying story."
--Publisher's Weekly on ABOARD PROVIDENCE A Christian adventure tale blending futuristic and
historical feels, full of suspense and mystery. Read all the novels by Amazon bestselling author Keely
Brooke Keith, including the beloved Christian historical romance series Uncharted Beginnings: #1
Aboard Providence #2 Above Rubies #3 All Things Beautiful

Life Recovery Bible NLT, Large Print
The book tells the adventures of five American prisoners of war on an uncharted island in the South
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Pacific. Begining in the American Civil War, as famine and death ravage the city of Richmond, Virginia,
five northern POWs decide to escape in a rather unusual way - by hijacking a balloon! This is only the
beginning of their adventures

All Things Beautiful
Naomi McIntosh is running from her family's oppressive expectations and the loathsome man her father
has demanded she marry. Renaming herself to live incognito, she takes a housekeeping job at the Inn at
Falls Creek and promises God this false identity will be her last. When shepherd James Roberts goes
home to the Inn at Falls Creek for his sister's wedding, he doesn't expect the woman who once broke his
heart to be working there. No matter how much he wants to be with Naomi again, he can't go along with
her charade, especially since he is trying to persuade his father to make him the inn's heir. Though
Naomi yearns for a future with James, if she confesses her deception to everyone, her estranged fiancé
will find her. And the longer James goes without telling his family the truth about Naomi--and their
growing relationship--the further he jeopardizes the inheritance. But just when their relationship looks
promising, the inn proves to be a poor hiding place from Naomi's past. Uncharted Freedom weaves past
and future in a faith-filled story of life in a hidden land. If you enjoy the rural setting and wholesomeness
of frontier romance and Amish fiction, you'll adore Uncharted Freedom. Get it now. "The appeal of
simpler times and lost innocence combined with the adventure of a new undiscovered Land is hard to
beat." --Amazon reviewer on THE LAND UNCHARTED Prepare to be hooked! Discover why readers
worldwide have fallen in love with the Uncharted series. Read all the books by Amazon best selling
author Keely Brooke Keith, including: The Uncharted series: #1 The Land Uncharted #2 Uncharted
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Redemption #3 Uncharted Inheritance #4 Christmas with the Colburns #5 Uncharted Hope #6 Uncharted
Journey #7 Uncharted Destiny #8 Uncharted Promises #9 Uncharted Freedom The Uncharted
Beginnings series: #1 Aboard Providence #2 Above Rubies #3 All Things Beautiful

Uncharted Promises
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a special section: School
library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries, 1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.

Uncharted Journey
Journal of a Coffin Dodger
Verna Macoun Woodcock discovers that a mysterious and menacing stranger has claim-staked a portion
of her family's property and the intrusion forces her to confront her troubled past.

The Mysterious Island
The Survival of Jan Little
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The British National Bibliography
Attractive, middle-aged Emily Hughes appeared to have it all as the wife of a successful and handsome
husband. Suddenly her husband asks for a divorce. Devastated by the divorce, wounded by the Catholic
Church's annulment of her thirty-five year marriage and misunderstood by her adult daughters, Emily
realizes that she, too, had been unfulfilled in the marriage. Emily has lost her spiritual compass and sets
out on a journey to remap the rest of her life. What sets this novel apart from others in this genre is the
spiritual nature of Emily's quest. Her faith is both challenged and enriched as she explores new
friendships with a free-spirited neighbor and friend, Frances, who accompanies her to Nepal to trek
through the Himalayas. On this trek she meets a young Buddhist Sherpa and Roman Catholic priest
floundering in his priesthood and finally an enigmatic man who has just spent the past year in a Buddhist
monastery. Emily's journey with the help of her new friends leads her to find new ways to get on with
her life.

Uncharted Journey
Mother of God
The United States faces no greater challenge today than successfully fulfilling its new ambition of
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helping bring about a democratic transformation of the Middle East. Uncharted Journey contributes a
wealth of concise, illuminating insights on this subject, drawing on the contributors' deep knowledge of
Arab politics and their substantial experience with democracy-building in other parts of the world. The
essays in part one vividly dissect the state of Arab politics today, including an up-to-date examination of
the political shock wave in the region produced by the invasion of Iraq. Part two and three set out a
provocative exploration of the possible elements of a democracy promotion strategy for the region. The
contributors identify potential false steps as well as a productive way forward, avoiding the twin shoals
of either reflexive pessimism in the face of the daunting obstacles to Arab democratization or an
unrealistic optimism that fails to take into account the region's political complexities. Contributors
include Eva Bellin (Hunter College), Daniel Brumberg (Carnegie Endowment), Thomas Carothers
(Carnegie Endowment), Michele Dunne (Georgetown University), Graham Fuller, Amy Hawthorne
(Carnegie Endowment), Marina Ottaway (Carnegie Endowment), and Richard Youngs (Foreign Policy
Centre).

Journey on the Forbidden Path
Eva and Solo find love at The Inn at Falls Creek, while Bailey's quest to reach the Land costs her
everything. Young widow Eva Vestal assumes loneliness is God's permanent plan for her life. She keeps
busy by raising her son and co-managing the Inn at Falls Creek with her elderly father, but her heart
yearns for more. Solomon "Solo" Cotter has spent his life working with horses, but he secretly wants to
write a book of the children's stories his grandfather told him as a boy. He barters with Eva's father for a
40-night stay at the inn, a needed respite from work to get his stories on paper. Once Eva discovers the
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barter, she believes Solo is taking advantage of her father's failing memory. But when tragedy strikes
and Solo works hard to save the inn, Eva sees his true nature. As her heart stirs with feelings for Solo,
she wrestles with the guilt of loving someone new. Meanwhile, outside the Land Bailey Colburn arrives
at the coordinates of the Land on the autumn equinox and finds nothing but ocean. The sun sets, ending
Bailey's dream of a safe and simple life with the family she's never known. Just when she decides Justin
Mercer lied about visiting a hidden land in the South Atlantic Ocean and meeting Bailey's distant
relatives, the atmosphere around the boat changes and ushers her into an uncharted world, but her
entrance into the Land comes at a devastating price. Uncharted Journey weaves past and future in this
inspirational story of life in a hidden land. There is always room for you at the Colburns' house in the
quaint village of Good Springs. Join the Colburn family as they discover their purpose, find love, and
protect the Land. Read Uncharted Journey today. Get it now! Prepare to be hooked! Discover why
readers worldwide have fallen in love with the Uncharted series. The beloved inspirational romance
series Uncharted includes these books: #1 The Land Uncharted #2 Uncharted Redemption #3 Uncharted
Inheritance #4 Christmas with the Colburns #5 Uncharted Hope #6 Uncharted Journey #7 Uncharted
Destiny Each book stands alone, but for the ultimate Uncharted experience it's best to read them in
order. "Keely Brooke Keith has done it once again! What a book!" --Reviewer "Keith's abundantly
detailed and romantic adventure tale features a faithful, colorful cast that face the unknown with grit and
determination, making for a fresh and satisfying story." --Publisher's Weekly on ABOARD
PROVIDENCE "Outstanding! Her characters are warm, loving, very realistic! You will not be
disappointed if you read this series! I loved it!" --Reviewer A Christian historical romance with a
futuristic twist, full of suspense and mystery. Perfect for fans of dual timeline stories and time travel
romance! Read all the novels by Amazon bestselling author Keely Brooke Keith, including the beloved
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Christian historical romance series Uncharted Beginnings: #1 Aboard Providence #2 Above Rubies #3
All Things Beautiful

GOD GENETICALLY MODIFIED: A Journey of Uncharted Feelings
Mary Ann struggles to find success and happiness for herself and her family.

On Copra Ships and Coral Isles
Waterloo
Uncharted Hope
A hidden land settled by peaceful people ~ The first outsider in 160 years Lydia Colburn is a young
physician dedicated to serving her village in the Land, an undetectable island in the South Atlantic
Ocean. When Lt. Connor Bradshaw's parachute carries him from the world war to Lydia's hidden land,
his mission could expose her simple society. As Connor searches for a way to return to his squadron, his
fascination with life in the Land makes him protective of Lydia and her peaceful homeland, and Lydia's
attraction to Connor stirs desires she never expected. But will they be able to keep the Land hidden? The
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Land Uncharted weaves past and future in a faith-filled story of life in a hidden land. You'll love this
Christian historical romance with a futuristic twist, full of adventure and suspense. Perfect for fans of
dual timeline stories and time travel romance! If you enjoy the rural setting and wholesomeness of
frontier romance and Amish fiction, you'll adore The Land Uncharted. Get it now. "The appeal of
simpler times and lost innocence combined with the adventure of a new undiscovered Land is hard to
beat." --Amazon reviewer Prepare to be hooked! Discover why readers worldwide have fallen in love
with the Uncharted series. Read all the books by Amazon best selling author Keely Brooke Keith,
including: The Uncharted series: #1 The Land Uncharted #2 Uncharted Redemption #3 Uncharted
Inheritance #4 Christmas with the Colburns #5 Uncharted Hope #6 Uncharted Journey #7 Uncharted
Destiny #8 Uncharted Promises The Uncharted Beginnings series: #1 Aboard Providence #2 Above
Rubies #3 All Things Beautiful All the Uncharted books are available in large print!

Library Journal
Dadland
This work attempts a new approach to mid-Victorian fiction. Unbiased, as to what novels or novelists
merit examination, the author uses contemporary reviews as her guide, allowing us to see the fiction
scene during 1866 as it looked to the Victorians themselves. are mentioned in modern literary surveys.
Much of this unknown fiction reveals a great deal about the Victorian mind, and the reviewers, whether
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their reactions arose out of admiration, bewilderment or horror, provide fresh insights into the tastes and
interests of the reading public of the 1860s. Thomas, Charlotte Riddell, Emma Newby, Edmund Yates
and Percy Fitzgerald treated such delicate subjects as marital estrangement and the sexual needs of
middleclass women with far more candour than did the major novelists. helps us see through the official
facade of Victorian morality, progress and success and gives evidence that a great uncertainty of values
prevailed among novelists and their readers.

Whitaker's Cumulative Book List
Christmas with the Colburns
In November 1860, Marian Foster joins a group of Virginia families who are sailing away from America
to form a new settlement off the coast of Brazil. As an amateur botanist, Marian eagerly anticipates
exploring a new land. She boards Providence confident in the group's plan, but during the voyage, her
heart is drawn to Jonah Ashton, the secretive and sullen ship's physician.

The Major's Jacobite
When her past keeps her from love, she needs the hope of redemption. Mandy Foster spends her days
building musical instruments and her nights regretting her past. If anyone discovers her secret, tradition
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dictates the village must shun her. She guards her heart with skillfully played songs and flirtatious
smiles. Breaking from the Land's tradition, carpenter Levi Colburn is building his house outside the
village--across the road from Mandy to be exact. Though he's been in love with Mandy since their
school years, she rejected him once and has been unattainable to every man in the village ever since.
When Mandy's life is in danger, it's up to Levi to rescue her. But will she accept the tender care of the
one man who truly loves her? The Uncharted series weaves past and future in faith-filled stories of life
in a hidden land. You'll love this Christian historical romance with a futuristic twist, full of adventure
and suspense. Perfect for fans of dual timeline stories and time travel romance! If you enjoy the rural
setting and wholesomeness of frontier romance and Amish fiction, you'll adore the Uncharted series. Get
it now. "The appeal of simpler times and lost innocence combined with the adventure of a new
undiscovered Land is hard to beat." --Amazon reviewer Prepare to be hooked! Discover why readers
worldwide have fallen in love with the Uncharted series. Read all the books by Amazon best selling
author Keely Brooke Keith, including: The Uncharted series: #1 The Land Uncharted #2 Uncharted
Redemption #3 Uncharted Inheritance #4 Christmas with the Colburns #5 Uncharted Hope #6 Uncharted
Journey #7 Uncharted Destiny #8 Uncharted Promises The Uncharted Beginnings series: #1 Aboard
Providence #2 Above Rubies #3 All Things Beautiful All the Uncharted books are available in large
print!

The Curse of Halewood
The book tells the adventures of five American prisoners of war on an uncharted island in the South
Pacific. Begining in the American Civil War, as famine and death ravage the city of Richmond, Virginia,
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five northern POWs decide to escape in a rather unusual way - by hijacking a balloon! This is only the
beginning of their adventures

Uncharted Destiny
Madre de Dios – ‘Mother of God’ – is a place where the Andean Cloud Forest intermingles with the
steaming tropical jungle at the head of the Amazon river. Here can be found the greatest proliferation of
living species that has ever existed on Earth, ever. And it is a place which is now under grave threat.
Paul Rosolie has travelled to the very heart of this wilderness in search of rare flora and fauna. His
adventures – with giant anacondas, huge cayman, the mighty jaguar and one very small anteater – are by
turn thrilling, terrifying and revelatory. Paul crosses some of the world’s harshest terrain and encounters
some of its most extreme weather conditions. He battles with life-threatening tropical diseases and the
extreme mental challenges presented by being alone in the heart of the jungle. Mother of God is an
astonishing tale of adventure and survival, set in one of the world’s few remaining truly wild places. It’s
a story of nature, red in tooth and claw, and how we must both respect its awesome power and protect its
extraordinary glory.

Long Live the Spy
Lieutenant Obergatz had fled in terror from the seeking vengeance of Tarzan of the Apes. And with him,
by force, he had taken Tarzan's beloved mate, Jane. Now the ape-man was following the faint spoor of
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their flight, into a region no man had ever penetrated. The trail led across seemingly impassable marshes
into Pal-ul-don - a savage land where primitive Waz-don and Ho-don fought fiercely, wielding knives
with their long, prehensile tails - and where mighty triceratops still survived from the dim dawn of time .
. . And far behind, relentlessly pursuing, came Korak the Killer. Tarzan the Terrible is considered by
devotees one of the best of Burroughs' tales of the ape-man. Here, Tarzan sets off to rescue his beloved
Jane, kidnapped by Lieutenant Obergatz, but the journey takes him across lands untamed and uncharted,
inhabited by primitive tribes and archaic creatures from the depths of time.

Uncharted Freedom
Adventure suspense story based on Dino De Laurentiis spectacular film.

Above Rubies
Uncharted Redemption
Bethany and Everett belong together, but when a mysterious man arrives in the Land, everything
changes. As Bethany Colburn completes her apprenticeship and dodges unwanted suitors, a mysterious
man arrives in her village. He brings charm Bethany has never encountered and illness the Land has
never known. She will need more than her heightened intuition to uncover the truth about life in the
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Land. Just when Everett Foster finds the courage to confess his love for Bethany, a stranger threatens his
future with her--and their whole society. Everett must protect the Land, run a farm, and win back
Bethany's heart. Uncharted Inheritance weaves heartbreak and hope while delivering long-awaited
answers in this inspirational story of life in a hidden land. There is always room for you at the Colburns'
house in the quaint village of Good Springs. Join the Colburn family as they discover their purpose, find
love, and protect the Land. Read Uncharted Inheritance today. Get it now! Prepare to be hooked!
Discover why readers worldwide have fallen in love with the Uncharted series. The beloved
inspirational romance series Uncharted includes these books: #1 The Land Uncharted #2 Uncharted
Redemption #3 Uncharted Inheritance #4 Christmas with the Colburns #5 Uncharted Hope #6 Uncharted
Journey #7 Uncharted Destiny Each book stands alone, but for the ultimate Uncharted experience it's
best to read them in order. "Keith masterfully managed to blend a historical world with a contemporary,
without any time-travel." --Miranda Uyeh, ToBeAPerson lifestyle blog "A unique concept, a mix of
science fiction and historical romance, and it works an original concept that reflects Christian values
without being preachy." --The Christian Manifesto A Christian historical romance with a futuristic twist,
full of suspense and mystery. Perfect for fans of dual timeline stories and time travel romance! Read all
the novels by Amazon bestselling author Keely Brooke Keith, including the beloved Christian historical
romance series Uncharted Beginnings: #1 Aboard Providence #2 Above Rubies #3 All Things Beautiful

Studia Anglistica Upsaliensia
Period romance. Jesamy Frazer determines to do her best for the tenants and crofters of her estate in the
aftermath of Culloden, so when Major Tom St. John billets himself and his troop of Redcoats upon her,
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antagonism flares between them.

Uncharted Inheritance
The Life Recovery Bible25th Anniversary Edition points to God himself as the primary source of
recovery. Millions of people have been helped by this Bible. New articles provide a fresh perspective on
recovery. Help for leaders is provided in a general facilitator's guide and a step-by-step meeting guide.
These offer help to anyone starting or running recovery groups at church or in the community.Features:
New inspirational Preface Article: A Word about Addictions Article: An Early History of Life Recovery
Article: Thriving in a Secular Recovery Group Article: Life-Giving Recovery Groups in the Church Life
Recovery Facilitator's Guide Step-by-Step Life Recovery Meeting Guide The 12 Christian Foundations
of Life Recovery The 12 Self-Evident Truths of Life Recovery Resources page, directing readers to
helpful books and online resources

The Uncharted Journey
Can an unexpected discovery brighten Lydia's favorite season? It's Christmastime in Good Springs, and
Lydia Bradshaw is eager for the light at the end of her year--the Colburn family's big holiday gathering.
When she discovers none of her siblings are coming back to the village this year, she believes Christmas
will be ruined. As Lydia faces a gloomy holiday in the Colburn house, an unexpected discovery
brightens her favorite season. Will it be enough to rekindle the light of Christmas? Christmas with the
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Colburns weaves past and future in this inspirational story of life in a hidden land. There is always room
for you at the Colburns' house in the quaint village of Good Springs. Join the Colburn family as they
discover their purpose, find love, and protect the Land. Read Christmas with the Colburns today.
Holiday recipe included. Get it now! Prepare to be hooked! Discover why readers worldwide have fallen
in love with the Uncharted series. The beloved inspirational romance series Uncharted includes these
books: #1 The Land Uncharted #2 Uncharted Redemption #3 Uncharted Inheritance #4 Christmas with
the Colburns #5 Uncharted Hope #6 Uncharted Journey #7 Uncharted Destiny Each book stands alone,
but for the ultimate Uncharted experience it's best to read them in order. "This has been one of the best
series I have read. I could not put the books down."--Reviewer "Keith's abundantly detailed and
romantic adventure tale features a faithful, colorful cast that face the unknown with grit and
determination, making for a fresh and satisfying story." --Publisher's Weekly on ABOARD
PROVIDENCE "Outstanding! Her characters are warm, loving, very realistic! You will not be
disappointed if you read this series! I loved it!" --Reviewer A Christian historical romance with a
futuristic twist, full of suspense and mystery. Perfect for fans of dual timeline stories and time travel
romance! Read all the novels by Amazon bestselling author Keely Brooke Keith, including the beloved
Christian historical romance series Uncharted Beginnings: #1 Aboard Providence #2 Above Rubies #3
All Things Beautiful

Aboard Providence
Join Don Rosenthal on his remarkable journey of self-discovery, a personal journey from dissatisfaction
to joyful wholeness. Rosenthal couldn’t escape the emptiness insideuntil the day he had a spiritual
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awakening. The Uncharted Journey transmits this "inner explosion” to others and gently guides readers
to find their own path to an examined life.

Tarzan the Terrible
An Uncharted Journey
Humour. Bored 84 year old husband and father rents a flat, buys some hair and looks for a lady friend.

The Mysterious Island: Large Print
M16 wanted to replace Sergei Roff, so they set him up and he took the rap for a supposed Spanish
property swindle.

The Land Uncharted
As her father’s memory fails, a daughter explores his military past: “Part family memoir, part history
book . . . Compelling and moving from start to finish” (Financial Times). One of the San Francisco
Chronicle’s Ten Best Books of the Year For most of Keggie Carew’s life, she was kept at arm’s length
from her father’s personal history. But when she is invited to join him for the sixtieth anniversary of the
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Jedburghs—an elite special operations unit that was the first collaboration between the American and
British Secret Services during World War II—a new door opens in their relationship. As dementia begins
to stake a claim over Tom Carew’s memory, Keggie embarks on a quest to unravel his story, and soon
finds herself in a far more consuming place than she bargained for. Tom Carew was a maverick, a lefthanded stutterer, a law unto himself. As a Jedburgh he parachuted behind enemy lines to raise guerrilla
resistance first against the Germans in France, then against the Japanese in Southeast Asia, where he
won the nickname “Lawrence of Burma.” But his wartime exploits were only the beginning. A winner of
the Costa Book Award, Dadland takes us on a journey through peace and war and shady corners of
twentieth-century politics; though the author’s English childhood and the breakdown of her family, and
into the mysterious realm of memory. “Brings to mind Helen MacDonald’s H is for Hawk in the way it
soars off in surprising directions, teaches you things you didn’t know, and ambushes your emotions.”
―NPR “Astonishing . . . Mixes intimate memoir, biography, history and detective story: this is a shapeshifting hybrid that meditates on the nature of time and identity . . . Tom Carew was a razzle-dazzle
character, larger than life and anarchically self-invented . . . For all its vigor and comic zest, Dadland is a
careful and tender discovery that patiently circles around a man who spent his life mythologizing and
running away from himself.” ―The Observer

Uncharted Journey
Rise Up My Love
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Sybil Roberts uses the warmth of delicious meals to lift the spirits of road-weary travelers at The Inn at
Falls Creek. Her life at the inn would be perfect if she could just get her brothers and mother to move
back home. And if she could see Isaac Owens again. He visited the inn once when he interviewed for the
farm manager job, and she's dreamed of his return to Falls Creek ever since. Isaac Owens knows how to
run a farm. His family might not have faith in him, but if he succeeds at Falls Creek, he'll prove them
wrong. He arrives at the inn thinking the job is his, but the inn's senile owner offered the position to
another man too. Isaac must spend the winter competing if he wants to win the job and Sybil's heart. It
will take more than warm meals on cold nights for Sybil and Isaac to find love while working at the
isolated inn. Uncharted Promises weaves past and future in a faith-filled story of life in a hidden land. If
you enjoy the rural setting and wholesomeness of frontier romance and Amish fiction, you'll adore
Uncharted Promises. Get it now. "The appeal of simpler times and lost innocence combined with the
adventure of a new undiscovered Land is hard to beat." -Amazon revieweron THE LAND
UNCHARTED Prepare to be hooked! Discover why readers worldwide have fallen in love with the
Uncharted series. Read all the books by Amazon best selling author Keely Brooke Keith, including: The
Uncharted series: #1 The Land Uncharted #2 Uncharted Redemption #3 Uncharted Inheritance #4
Christmas with the Colburns #5 Uncharted Hope #6 Uncharted Journey #7 Uncharted Destiny #8
Uncharted Promises The Uncharted Beginnings series: #1 Aboard Providence #2 Above Rubies #3 All
Things Beautiful
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Read More About Uncharted Journey Large Print
Arts & Photography
Biographies & Memoirs
Business & Money
Children's Books
Christian Books & Bibles
Comics & Graphic Novels
Computers & Technology
Cookbooks, Food & Wine
Crafts, Hobbies & Home
Education & Teaching
Engineering & Transportation
Health, Fitness & Dieting
History
Humor & Entertainment
Law
LGBTQ+ Books
Literature & Fiction
Medical Books
Mystery, Thriller & Suspense
Parenting & Relationships
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Politics & Social Sciences
Reference
Religion & Spirituality
Romance
Science & Math
Science Fiction & Fantasy
Self-Help
Sports & Outdoors
Teen & Young Adult
Test Preparation
Travel
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